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The advantages of the generalized feedback shift
register pseudorandom number algorithm over all other
pseudorandom number generators are described. These
ad vantages are: (l) It produces multidimensional
pseudorandom numbers; (2) it has arbitrarily long
period, independent of word size of the computer on
which it is implemented; (3) it is faster than other
pseudorandom number generators; (4) the "same"
floating-point pseudorandom number sequence is
obtained on any machine; that is, the high-order
mantissa bits of each pseudorandom number agree on all
machines: examples are given for IBM 360,
SPERRY-RAND-UNIVAC 1108, CONTROL DATA
6000, and HEWLETT-PACKARD 2100 series
computers; and (5) it can be coded in compiler languages
(is portable). This pseudorandom number generator is
ideal for mini- and microcomputers, since only two
additions and an exclusive-or are needed for its
execution.

The Lehmer congruential multiplicative
pseudorandom number generator has been shown to
have n-space nonunifonnity (Conveyou & Macpherson,

p-bit words are decimated into n subwords(Tausworthe,
1965). Figures 1 and 2 give examples of nonuniformity
of Lehmer RNGs for 9-bit words in two- and
three-space. FSR generators with primitive generating
polynomial, XP + Xs + 1, small q or q near (p - 1)/2,
should be avoided because of bad runs properties
(Tootill, Robinson, & Adams, 1971). However, careful
selection of p,q providessatisfactory random numbers in
low-dimensional space(Whittlesey, 1968).

Perhaps FSR sequences offer the best prospects for
n-space improvement. Kendall's algorithm is moderately
fast on most machines, but the period is fixed by the
word size and it is difficult to implement in
multiprecision (Whittlesey, 1968). Moreover, decimation
in order to gain n-space uniformity further shortens
cycle length and resolution. This problem is intrinsic to
periodic sequences. A cyclic sequence of m numbers,
when taken in pairs, locates only m of m2 points in a
two-dimensional m by m grid. In general, mn-m grid
points will never be located in n spaceby n-tuples taken
from an m-periodic sequence, Le., most cross products
are missing. This sparseness in n space underlies
nonuniformity of all periodic RNGs. Apparently, what is
needed is a RNG that allows repeated numbers within a
full period sequence. Such repeated numbers could fill in
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Fig. 1. Continued growth of "crystals" in Xi+l '" 17Xi - 1 (Mod 512): (a) 384 points, (b) 512 points in 2-space, and (c) plot in
3-space of 256 successive triplets.

1967; Marsaglia, 1968). This shortcoming is particularly
severe for small-word machines. As an alternative, the
feedback shift register (FSR) pseudorandom number
generator (RNG) is claimed to be uniform in n space if
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m'' points, for some n.
The purpose of this paper is to make the attendants of

this conference familiar with anew. completely general
FSR algorithm for generating arbitrarily long sequences
of random numbers possessing desirable n-space
properties on any word-size machine (Lewis & Payne.
1973). The algorithm is idcully suited for generation of
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L" ..... ... Fig. 2. RNG FSR: X9 + X4 + 1. (a) 127,
(b) 255, (c) 511 points plotted (successive
pairs) in 2-space, and (d) 255 successive
3-tuples plotted in 3-space.

pseudorandom numbers on mini- and microcomputers in
real time.

GENERALIZED FEEDBACK SHIFT
REGISTER ALGORITHM (GFSR)

Define til to be the "exclusive-or" operator which is
equivalent to addition modulo 2. Kendall's algorithm is
used to select successive n-tuples from the basic
sequence (ai), where ak = ak-p+q Ell ak-p, k =p, P + I,
••• , given ap-l, •• ', ao and feedback shift register based
on primitive polynomial xP + xq + 1(10). For example,
X

S + x2 + 1 and ao =a1 =a2 =a3 ='4 =1 yields (a;)~ 0

1111100011011101010000100101100. Selecting
5-tuples, Ais by Kendall's algorithm produces the
random numbers seen in Fig. 3.

It is important to observe that each Ai (with the
exception of 0) occurs once and only once in the full
period of a Tausworthe pseudorandom sequence (the
"Kendall sequence" is one specific "Tausworthe
sequence").

The idea behind the genralized feedback shift register
pseudorandom number algorithm (GFSR) is that the
basic shift register sequence (ai) based on primitive
trinomial xP + xq + 1 is set into j columns, j < p, with a
judiciously selected delay between columns. An example
will make the basic GFSR algorithm clear. Again, choose
primitive trinomial XS + x· + 1. The basic sequence of
(a.) is copies in the first column of Fig. 4. For this
particular polynomial, the second column was formed
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by delaying the first column by 25 (25 - 31 = -6,
depending on the orientation of the "circle" of bits) bit
positions; the third column was obtained by delaying the
second column by another -6 bit positions; and so on
until all five columns have been filled.

Since each column obeys the recurrence 3k = ak-p+q
Ell ak-p, each word must also obey Wk = Wk-p+q Ell

Wk - p .

Carefully observe that each Wi occurred once and
only once in the full period of 25 - 1 == 31 numbers.

Do arbitrary delays between the columns ensure that
each number between 1 and 2P - 1 occurs once and
only once in each period? No, but any "starting matrix"

AO 1 1 1 1 1 A1 0 o 1 000 A20 1 0 1 0

Al 110 o 0 All 110 1 0 A21 o 1 o 1

A2
1 0 A12 1 1 o 0 An o 0 001

A3
o 1 A13 000 1 1 A23 010 o 1

A4 o 0 100 A14 o 1 A24 001

AS 011 o 1 A15 o 1 e 1 A25 o 1 1 1

A6 1 1 A16 1 0 0 o C A26 o 1 1 0
A7 1 0 o 0 A17 ) o 1 A27 1 0 1 1

AS :·18 1 .! (I f'
,

~·2S o 0 n

A9 o 1 0 1 0 A19 o 0 1 "29 100 1 G

;'·30 o 0 110

Fig. 3. "Kendall sequence" for the polynomial x' + x' + 1.
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il if k *0. go to 2 (k initially zero).
initialize. Wo.... , Wp-l using a delayed
basic sequence (ai) to obtain each
column of Wo. "', Wp - 1 .

2. k+-k+J.
3. ifk>p,setk+-l.
4. j +-- k + q.
5. if j > p, set j +-- j - p.
6. exclusive-or, Wk EllWj .

7. store, Wk +-- Wk Ell Wj .

Fig. 5. FORTRAN implementation of GFSR algorithm.
Initialization is done by SETR in Fig. 7.

"I J I"'
R.A~W:::":lOATI "11 J) IIF LOAT( 1\1
RETUR'J
END
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J= J+ 1
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A= M( K 1
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INITIALIZATION OF GFSR ALGORITHM
The GFSR algorithm is self-initializing in the sense

that delayed replicas are produced by the same
procedure that generates full words. Linear
independence of starting columns is guaranteed if the
maximum delay measured from the leftmost column is
less than the full period, 2p · I (if the "constant delay"

c
C lo\{PJ:-T.HL~ ]i: r PR(vfUUS ;U.fl.DC .... r,1J~f3EQ.S~

C P,C'-:(}:l'r',":'-'r:'L Pfl~-,\~·(TF::(S:X"'.P"'X.il<"'Q+l,

C ."WT. cpr:·~.'\T-8 1 .... :>L~~'t.\~tJ 11\ .'\;<ITH"lfTIC.
C I\TSI.'-;;I·.T~- SIZE (J!TSJ CF I!G$T ~flCtlI~~E: E.G ••
C !fP', 3'<'0, 31; C2C 6GCC, 48; SRU 1100, 35; HP 2100. 15.

C

A rotating table of p words is kept in GFSR, which is
implemented as a FORTRAN function in Fig. 5. A
FORTRAN function allows complete generality to be
realized, as shown by the results for IBM 360/67,
SRU 1108, CDC 6400, and HP 2116A seen in Fig. 6.
Although the compiled FORTRAN code of Fig. 5
correctly implemented RAND for these four computers,
some compilers may not implement full word logical
operations, or others may optimize logical
com putations. Nevertheless, GFSR pseudorandom
numbers may be checked for validity against the results
in Fig. 6.

GFSR:

can be any of the 25 - 1 - 7 = 24 binary vectors
excluding the zero vector and linear combinations of rI,
r2. r3. The same argument can be extended to selection
of r4. Thus, with the GFSR algorithm, it is possible to
produce (25 1)(25 -- 2)(2 5 .~ 4)(25 - 8)(2 5

- 16) =

(31 )(30)(28)(24)( 16) = 9,999,360 different sequences
based on primitive polynomial x5 + x2 + 1.

The GFSR algorithm is.

so

o 1 0 0 1

00100

o 0 0 0 1

or in matrix notation WoC = WI' After 2s -- 1 =31
applications of this matrix recurrence.
WOC

3 1 = Wo or C3 1 is congruent modulo 2 to the
identity matrix. Clearly, C, c- , C3

, "', and C3 0 are all
different by virtue of the period of the shift register
sequence. Thus, for all WoCk, 1< k < 30, to be
different, it is only necessary that W0 have linearly
independent rows. This is easily checked.

The number of different sequences which can be
produced by the GFSR algorithm is equal to the number
of ways different Wo matrices with linearly independent
rows can be selected.

Let rl, r2, r3, r4, and r5 denote the five rows of
Matrix Wo- Row rI can be selected to be any of the
25 - I = 31 nonzero binary vectors. Row r2 can be any
of the 25 - 1 - 1 =30 binary vectors which excludes rI
and the zero vector. Row r3 can be any of the
25

- 1 - 3 = 28 binary vectors which excludes the zero
vector and any linear combination of r I and r2 • Row r4

1 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 1 0

WI W2 W3 "4 Ws

::::• I~ :: ~ :l
::::.t :::~

- - - - - - -
110

I
W

1 0
0 0 1 \oJ zo---J,'jo 1 1 0

1
I

O~OI
1 0 0 0 1 W

ll
1 0 W21 0 1 1

"1 I

r' 1 0 1 1 W12 o 1 i 1 0 wL2 1 0 0

I; , 1 1 0 a W
13

1 0 1 10 0 \\23
3 '

1 I,
" I

I

w14 0 1 a ',.,' 2 ~ 0 0 1 0 1,

'4 I
0 0 1 1 I !" !

->l~s 0 0 0 W
1 5

1 i1 1 .....';:: 1 0 1 0 1

I

,1
6

0 1 1 0 W
1 6

0 0 1 '0 0 ',';2 6 0 0 0 1
I

a 1 0 0 Tti 17 1 o :0 0 .....'ri 1 a 1 1
W

7

Ii 1 1 1 0 W
1 8

',~- 2 S " ~ 0 C
8

W
9

1 1 1 1 0 W1.9 o 1 0 ',~ 2 ~ D 0

1"1
30

0 0 0

Fig. 4. GFSR sequence for polynomial x5 + x2 + I with delay
-6 (= 25) between each column.

(JIo, WI, W2, W3, W4 for x5 + x2 + 1) can be checked
to see if this desirable property holds, and second, the
number of different sequences with this property can be
analytically computed.

For clarity, we will proceed by using the example in
Fig. 4. The companion matrix for polynomial
X

S +x2 + 1 is
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Fig. 6. The first five normalized pseudorandom numbers from
GFSR: :.98 + :.'" +1. delayed column =9800, produced on the
(a)lBM 360, (b) SRU !lOB, (c) CDC 6400, and (d) HP 2116
computers.

0.36963295936594410

0.40631365776062010

0.~2877840995780570

0.~7411382198333740

0.95315784215927120

Ca)

0.36963297409225149

0.40631371308775027

0.~287i845193592465

0.4741138687,095284

0.95315778681866803

(el

O.3696329iC~OOCOOCC

0.40631372000000000

0.42877845000000000

0.47411389000000000

0.95315778000000000

(b)

0.36964017152786255

0.40632343292236328

0.42878508567810059

0.47~105C60100555~2

0.95318460464477539

(d)

left column. In more realistic (bigger word size)
generators. the full period will not be exhausted by
initialization in keeping with conditions for linear
independence (here. linear independence was
guaranteed. because 25 is relatively prime to 31).

For ease in implementation. the [lll ...J starting
p-tuple is used in SETR. as given in Fig. 7. However,
SETR applies SOOOp additional delays so that the
leading [Ill ...J column is "recurrenced" also, thus
giving a randall. pattern of leading bits rather than all
ones. This additional "recurrencing" is necessary to
allow [III ...J to "die out." The effects of such a
regular pattern carry over to later p-tuples. For example,
[111 ...], p =98, q =27, is transformed to 72 zeros, 26
ones: next to 45 zeros, 53 ones, etc. The groupingsof all
ones or all zeros becomes increasingly smaller and more
"random" through repeated application of the
recurrence relation. "Damping" of the initial p-tuple is
done in SETR by applying the recurrence relation SOOOp

between each column is relatively prime to 2P - 1, then
maximum delay Can exceed the full period). Using this
procedure, every p-tuple is generated (except all zeros)
before any p-tuple repeats. Each initial column is a
p-tuple, and therefore must be independent of all others.
For example, in Fig. 4, initialization can be done from
most significant to least significant bits (left-to-right),
starting with [11111J . The recurrence relation is applied
25 times, here, to get the next column [10110]. A
second 25 applications results in [OOOIOJ, a third 25
applications results in [l GlOl] ; and finally, [01101] is
obtained. The recurrence is applied by calling the GFSR
R.l\IG with zero fills placed to the right. Each new
column is shifted to the right after being generated, and
the original column [11111J is replaced at the extreme

t
C SE f".C.OttfYN "V"'~EV; CF t:l.fPE.\tlft-C. Ct.€ rtTtE~~.. IF SUR <t P,
C THfN AN ry~qcPfA S~IFT lE~~TH HAS BF£N SELECTED.
C 'ltfP»tTl.!'lF ::r ~4r.."'r" ~'U"'~£::S TO DE It:lTI~l.IEO.

C ,,~ePJL'I't'~I"'('="L O)ol~':''''ETf~S.: x•• p •••• ~. L.
C D£lAY.~Fl.'Tl\r L:€lolY ~ET,.'-i"" c ci u ...~,s. CF ~tP)" IN s ir s ,
C r"fT5(l.I·IT~CEa SIze COl lSI (f HCST Iofl.C.... P.E: E.G••
t 11M 360, 31: CDC 600C, 48: s~u 1100. 35: HP 2ICO. 15.
C

IIiTECER, OEL"y.p.Q.C~E.lhTSll."11J
SETR.a' ••
D~£-Z·-II~TSll-l'

D) I I-I.'
MIII-O"£
00 ~ '_I,IIITS\!
D) Z .. -I.OHU
x-,.r;lll ~. p.o.1" HILI
'0 U'U- 0
OJ llel.P
J TEMPaO),e'~ ••• 1(-1)

IYf"'.'-II 1- -llI/CI.£·O~El/IT£.'
IFlITE"'.FO.lI .Cl/"T"G"~T'I

J;:I~.e~.i:.-;.•iZ. co TO ~

MIllo'" 1112-01<£
) ·CO"Ttr;~

lFI<OU',T.EO.'! SET.-.
A t)r;T JIlUt

D) 6 1-1,5000
OJ 5 J-l.p

S x.;)"Atm(l..I,p.t').l~TSllJ
• O"TI"UE

, ETUl'''
f"D

Fig. 7. FORTRAN implementation of SETR to initialize
GFSR algorithm.
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Wo 110 "10 010 "20 001

H1 1 0 0 H11 1 0 0 Hn 011

H2 1 1 0 H12 1 0 1 H22 100

H
J 1 1 1 W13

101
W2J 011

W4 100 W14 0 1 1 W24 001

W5 000 v1S 1 1 1
"25 101

H6 011 H16 0 0 1 W26 000

"7 o 1 0 "11 1 1 0 W27 101

Wa 111 Wa 0 1 0
W;ta 110

W
9 111 Wu o 1 0 W29 o 0 1

W30 000

Fig. 8. GFSR algorithms for L = 3 with polynomial x5 + x' +
1.

times to full..word starting values. It should be noted
that if generality relative to word size is not desired,
then additional "recurrencing" is not necessary when
initialization is performed from least significant to most
significant bits. The most significant bit will have been
delayed p DELAY times, since it is "recurrenced" once
for each bit in a p-bit word (the least significant bit is a
one). Thus, the additional "randomizing" of the initial
[111 ...J pattern will have been done without
additional labor.

Finally, SETR returns a value for the number of
linearly independent columns available to the
initialization procedure.

Generality of GFSR
The parallel nature of GFSR immediately generalizes

to Lbit (integer size) machines independent of the
relation between Land p. Thus, for L < p, many
repeated numbers will occur. but cycle length, m, is still
2P - 1. The case where L = 3 and X

S + x2 + I, from
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p q

4? 5,H,20,Ll

95 11,17

98 11,27

111 10,45

124 37

170 23

250 10)

380 47
476 15,141
532 37

Fig. 9. Primitive polynomials, xP + xq + I, P large.

Fig. 4, is demonstrated in Fig. 8. Here, 2P- L nonzero
duplicates and 2P- L - 1 zeros are produced in one full
period.

Very long period sequences can be generated on any
L-bit machine merely by selecting p large. A partial table
of primitive polynomials of large p is reproduced in
Fig. 9 (Whittlesey & Griese, 1970). A complete table can
be found in Zierler (1969) and Zierler and Brillhart
(1969).

Period of GFSR
An "unlimited" period is possible without increasing

word size of host machines. For example, M = 25 3 2
- 1

is obtained using x5
3 2 + X

3 7 + 1 from the table in
Fig. 9. To exhaust this cycle would require many years
on a very fast computer. i.e., if 106 numbers/sec were
generated. approximately 101 5 0 years would be needed
to complete the cycle! More importantly. though. is the
repeatability of numbers within a full period. Thus, an
extended sequence is obtained with desirable n-space
properties.

Multidimensional Uniformity of GFSR
Figure 10 shows a much improved 9-bit generator

compared with Lehmer and Kendall RNGs shown in
Figs. I and 2. The underlying reason, of course, is the
longer than m = 29 period, and the repeatability of
numbers within one cycle of the generator.

J', );:1 J rn" cells in n space, (2L )n < 2P ~ I. or
rd. ./ p Therefore. a necessary condition for n-space
uTJJ!fmIJJty lS that n < p/L. For example, suppose L = 15
and p = ~8. then uniformity may be possible up to
dimension n = 6.

GFSR Theorem
The sequence of L-bit numbers generated by GFSR,

xP + xq + I, r > L, has: (1) period, m =2P - I. if x" +
xq + 1 is primitive, (2) normalized mean, J10 ~ 1/2,
(3) normalized variance. a~ ~ 1/12, (4) potential n-space
uniformity for n < p/L.

Testing
In addition to analytic calculations of the mean,

variance, and correlations for the full period sequence
(Lewis & Payne, 1973), the following empirical tests on
10,000 GFSR.produced numbers were made usingx9

!l +
X2 7 + I, 15 bits, and chi-square statistic (Kendall &
Smith, 1938: Lewis & Payne, 1973; MarsagIia, 1968).

Frequency test counts the number of numbers falling
in each of 100 equal cells in the (0,1) interval.

Yule's test counts the number of sums-of-f digits
falling in each of 45 cells. This is applied to each of the
four most significant decimal digits obtained by scaling
the normalized (0,1) pseudorandom number.

Gap test counts the length of gaps between
successive-like digits formed by scaling normalized RNG
number to decimal digits. The test is applied to digits 0
through 9.

Autocorrelation test computes the maximum
normalized autocorrelation coefficient up to lag 50.
Acceptable correlation is in the interval (.03, .08).

D2 test compares the theoretical distribution of a
random line in two dimensions with the distribution
obtained empirically.

Serial test counts the number of pairs of numbers
from a RNG falling in 100 equal cells. Here, pairs of
decimal digits are combined to give an integer from 0 to
99, A frequency test is applied to the 100 cells.

Runs rest computes the longest run, the frequency of
each run compared with the theoretical distribution, and
number of runs above/below the mean. Total number of
runs is compared with the expected number.

Fig. 10. (a) Two-dimensional plot of
GFSR. X3

I + XI' + I, 9-bit word size and
delay of 93: (b) three-dimensional plot of
GFSR, X' I + XI' + I. delay = 93.
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Tile minimumlmaximum-of-n test compares the
empirical with the theoretical distribution of the
minimum/maximum-of-n numbers. The number of
extremes are counted for each of 100 cells and a
frequency test applied for n =2. 4. 6. ···.20.

The conditional bit test counts the number of one bits
in the jth bit position given the j - 1 previous bits. A
binary tree is formed with a branch at each bit position.
The tree of bit counts is then compared with the
expected value of (l/2) * 10,000 =5.000. If the bits are
indeed independent, then the empirical value matches
expected value.

The finite Fourier transform (FFT) test tests for a
"flat" spectrum by the statistics:

U = [S - (1/2)] V12M

M

S =(l/M) ~ r,
n=O

n MH

Pn = l; I an 12 / ~ I an 12 , n =1, 2, ••• M + 1
r= 1 r= 1

M = N/2; N even
(N - 3)/2; N odd

and the transformed sequence:

N-1

An =(lIN) ~ Rj exp(-2nijn!N): n =0, 1, ••. N - 1
j=O

R, = random number

The scattering experiment simulation compares the
expected distribution of scattering angles with
theoretically expected values. A point on the surface of
a unit sphere is randomly chosen, thus giving a solid
angle. This solid angle represents the deflection of a
neutron after colliding with an atom. The solid angle is
rejected to weight according to a(8) = 7T(l - 8/7T): 0 <
8 < 7T. The empirical distribution of 8 is compared with
the theoretical, using chi-square test on 36 intervals in
(0,7T).

A visual test is done by observing 2,3-space plots of
successive n-tuples, as shown in Fig. 10. A CRT display
is particularly useful for observing order by dynamic
plotting of points as they are generated.

Results of Tests
The IS-bit GFSR algorithm performed satisfactorily

in the above tests at the 5% level of significance. Failure
was noted at n = 8, 14,20 in the minirnum-of-n test, as
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predicted. However. no failures were noted for n = 10.
12. 16. 18. and all n tested in the maximum-of-n test.
Thus a partial indication of nonuniformity for n >6 is
given by these tests. For applications requiring
uniformity above n =6. one merely uses a higher degree
polynomial. For 24 mantissa bits and X9 8 + X2

7 + 1, no
failure was detected on any of the tests.

The GFSR algorithm must be considered statistically
qualified as a RNG, while superior in speed and
generality to other contemporary RNGs.

CONCLUSIONS
The advantages of GFSR RNG are: (l)Speed. One

exclusive-or vs a multiply/reduction modulo m for
Lehmer, and two exclusive-ors/two shifts for Kendall's
algorithm. (2) Generality. A standard FORTRAN
subprogram can be implemented on any computer
independent of the word size. A small word size merely
reduces the resolution of random numbers produced,
but high-order bits will be unchanged on any machine.
Comparison with sequences obtained on other machines
using a FORTRAN program are given in Fig. 6.
(3) "Unlimited" period. Any primitive polynomial can
be implemented when sufficient memory is available for
storage of p words. For example, X

9 8 + X
2 7 + 1 can be

used on a 16-, 24-, 32-, 36-, 48-, 60·bit machine and a
cycle length of 29 8 - 1 realized on them all,
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